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A computer program has been developed to simulate the basic 
mechanics and gas dynamics associated with launching a solid propellant 
rocket from a recoilless rifle. This program, entitled "KICKIT," may 
be used to predict the performance and evaluate many of the pertinent 
design parameters of both conventional recoilless rifles and a 
recoilless rocket launcher system. This program is a valuable analyti-
cal tool which enables the designer either to optimize the system 
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I • INTROWCf ION 
During recent years. the military has shown increasing interest in 
adapting recoilless rifles for use in aircraft and helicopter armament 
systems. However. recoilless rifles used in an aircraft installation 
may induce destructive blast loads on the lightweight structure. Con-
sequently • studies have been performed to determine methods of reducing 
the back blast and yet provide the requisite projectile velocity. One 
configuration which appears especially promising is that of utilizing 
the recoilless rifle as a launcher for rocket projectiles. In this 
concept. the blast of the recoilless rifle is minimized by decreasing 
its operating pressure and relying on the rocket motor to provide the 
additional projectile velocity. The comJXIter program "KICKH" described 
herein was developed as a tool for analyzing the interior ballistics and 
predicting the performance of this launcher concept. 
To gain a better understanding of the interior ballistics of the 
recoilless-rifle rocket launcher. a brief review of the behavior of 
conventional recoilless rifles is presented. A sketch of a conventional 
recoilless rifle is shown in Figure 1. and the recoilless-rifle rocket 
launcher is depicted in Figure 2. 1~en a recoilless rifle is fired. part 
of the propellant gas is expelled to the rear of the gun (producing 
thrust in the same manner as a rocket motor), Mlile the pressure inside 
the gun accelerates the projectile forward. Fran a manenturn standpoint, 
the change in mornenttml of the propellant gas is approximately equal and 
opposite to the clmnge in momentum of the projectile. resulting in little 
or no momentum change (recoil) for the gun itself. 
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The internal pressure is a highly transient phenomenon, When the 
weapon is fired, gas is generated very rapidly by the combustion of the 
propellant charge, Initially, the rate of mass influx from combustion 
is greater than the mass efflux through the nozzle, resulting in a rapid 
increase in chamber pressure. As the pressure increases, the projectile 
starts to move forward, increasing the volume of the launch tube. 
Eventually, the net mass influx \vill be used to fill the expanding 
chamber volwne, rather than increasing the pressure. At this time, the 
pressure is a maximum, and will subsequently decay relatively slowly. 
For maximum efficiency, the propellant is completely burned before the 
projectile reaches the end of the launch tube. \Vhen this occurs, the 
pressure decays very rapidly, resulting in a low pressure when the 
projectile exits the muzzle. 
As discussed above, the forces acting on the projectile and its resul-
tant motion are interdependent. Thus the solution of the overall problem 
involves the simultaneous solution of the equations of projectile motion, 
the pressure equations, the relationships describing nozzle performance, and 
the equations defining the geometries of the propellant burning surfaces. 
Conventional recoilless-rifle theory is summarized in References (1), 
(2), and (3), where the governing equations are linearized and parameter-
ized to obtain closed-form approximate solutions. 1ne approximations 
result in a significant loss of both accuracy and an understanding of 
the many interrelationships among the various design and performance 
parameters. Moreover, these theories apply only to conventional recoil-





The "KICKIT" canJX.Iter program solves the governing differential 
equations in their basic non-linear form by use of the Runge-KUtta 
integration technique described in Reference (4). Both the in:rut data 
and the output generated consist of real physical quantities. Only a 
min~ of widely established empir~cal equations are used to ensure 
a realistic model. 
The comp..1ter simulation has many advantages over linearized 
closed-form solutions. Not only is tl1e computer solution more accurate 
than the closed-form approximations, but it also yields a time history 
of such parameters as launch tube and rocket motor pressures; distance, 
velocity, roll rate, and acceleration of the projectile; recoil force; 
rifling reaction force; torque; and mass flow rates. Attempting to 
calculate this many variables by the closed form linearized methods 
would be prohibitively time consuming. 
The first step in setting up the canputer solution is to evaluate 
the forces acting on the projectile and the launch tube. To facilitate 
the development of ti1ese relationships, the discussion is divided into 
the four sections which constitute Appendices A, B, C, and D. 
One of the more significant forces acting on the projectile is the 
rifling resistance force. Since practically all recoilless guns are 
rifled, the mechanics of rifling are included in the analysis. The 
development of the equations describing the motion of a projectile in 
a rifled tube is presented in Appendix A. 
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The pressure in the launch tube also develops large forces on both 
the projectile and the launch tube. 'Ihe rocket motor chamber pressure 
is also an important parameter. Since the developnent of the differ-
ential equations for these pressures follow the same reasoning, they 
are developed together in Appendix B. 
The performance of the launch tube and rocket motor nozzles affects 
the forces on the nozzles, and therefore must be considered. The 
nozzle performance is primarily a function of the flow situation within 
the nozzle. It is therefore desirable to l~ve an analytical technique 
for predicting the nozzle performance over the full range of possible 
operating conditions. The development of the equations used to calculate 
nozzle thrust is presented in Appendix C. 
The overall effects of the individual forces acting on the projec-
tile and launch tube are considered in tl1e force balances for the 
projectile and the launch tube presented in Appendix D. 
The program logic is described in more detail in the flow chart 
presented in Figure E-1. The source program, together with the FORTRAl'-l' 
Nomenclature, is also included in Appendix E. 
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B. Assumptions and Limitations: 
In order to keep the overall problem solution within the bounds 
of computer capabilities, several simplifying assumptions were ~1ployed 
in developing the KICKIT computer program. These asswnptions and the 
resultant limitations of the model are summarized here in order to 
clarify the method of simulation. 
[1] The state of the gas in the launch-tube chamber (and also 
the rocket motor chamber) is assumed to be spacewise uniform. 
Since the projectile velocity is generally small relative to 
the sonic velocity in the launch tube chamber, this assumption 
should be reasonably valid. As discussed in Reference (5), 
the solution of the problem without this assumption is 
prohibitive from the standpoint of computer time and storage 
space. 
[2] The heat transfer to the walls of the chamber and nozzle is 
neglected. Although this assumption results in a slight over-
est~te of the propellant performance, some of the heat loss 
effects could be included by adjusting the combustion temper-
ature (an input variable) to a slightly lower value than 
theoretical. 
[3] The gas mixtures within the breech chamber and the rocket 
motor chamber are assumed to behave as an ideal gas. Since 
the overall objective of developing the recoilless-rifle 
rocket launcher was to reduce the back blast by reducing the 
chamber pressure, the pressures of interest will generally be 
8 
considerably less than 5000 PSI. As indicated in Appendix B, 
the error in pressure introduced by this assumption would 
normally be less than 5 percent. 
[4] Any loss of unburned propellant through the launch tube nozzle 
is neglected. This assumption is necessary because no tech-
niques are currently available for predicting such losses. 
[5] The pressure in the tube ahead of the projectile is considered 
to be equal to atmospheric pressure, a reasonable assumption 
except for very high projectile velocities. 
[6] The rocket motor and the launcher propellants are both assumed 
to have the same combustion properties (i.e., burning rate, 
density, combustion temperature, molecular weight, etc.). 
Since these variables are program inputs and the propellants 
would normally have the same or similar characteristics, this 
assumption is not felt to be significant. 
[7] The force balance on the launch tube does not include the 
drag of the gas on devices such as screens or traps inside 
the breech chamber. This was necessary to preserve the 
generality of the analysis, and to limit the number of 
input variables. 
[8] The effects of the ignition primer are not simulated. Instead, 
it is assumed that the entire propellant surface is burning, 
but that the chamber pressure starts at atmospheric pressure. 
This assumption is necessary since no analytical technique 
for predicting the ignition effects is available. 
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C. Sample Case: 
As an example of the usefulness of the KICKIT program capabilities 
a hypothetical recoilless-rifle rocket launcher was designed and 
simulated. The performance objectives which governed the selection of 
the design are listed below. 







Overall length 43.5 IN 
(2) Launch velocity of 400 FT/SEC 
(3) Minimum chamber pressure and minimum muzzle blast 
(4) Flow in rocket nozzle to remain choked after ignition 
(5) Roll rate of 200 REV/SEC at the muzzle exit 
(6) Minimum recoil forces 
(7) Minimum launch-tube torques 
(8) Minimum launch-tube overall diameter and length (consistent 
with round size) 
(9) Launch tube weight of less than 15 LBf 
After making several computer runs using KICKIT, the configuration 
depicted in Figure 3 was selected as being representative of a system 
designed to meet the above requirements. A summary of the basic proper-
ties of this launcher system is listed in Table I. 
The performance characteristics predicted by KICKIT for this 








































































Basic Properties of the Hypothetical 
Recoilless Rifle Rocket Launcher 
Launcher and Projectile 
Rifling bore diameter 
Mass of round ("'l) 
Roll Inertia of round 
Launch tube helix angle (¢) 
Length of travel 
Rocket motor throat area (Af) 
Launcher throat area (A*) 
Rocket motor expansion ratio ( e r) 
Launcher nozzle expansion ratio ( €.t ) 
Rifling-to-bore friction coefficient (~) 
Launcher discharge efficiency C'2d) 
Launcher nozzle torque angle (,8 ) 
Launcher nozzle divergence angle ( «) 
Launcher nozzle radius 
Propellant 
Ratio of specific heats ( r) 
Gas constant (R) 
Stagnation temperature (T) 
Motor grain surface area CSr) 
Launcher grain surface area (Sl) 
Propellant density CJPp) 
Propellant reference burn rate Crx) 
Reference pressure (Px) 
Burning rate exponent (n) 
Launcher grain (half) web thickness 
Launcher Propellant Surface Progressivity 
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Figure 6: Net Recoil Force and Net Torque on the Hypothetical Launcher 
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desired launch velocity of 400 FT/SEC and roll rate of 200 REV/SEC are 
attained at a displacement of about 42 inches. 
Figure 5 shows the history of the pressures and forces acting on 
the projectile. As illustrated, the launcher propellant grain burns 
out approximately 11.5 milliseconds after ignition. Subsequently, the 
sudden launch-tube pressure decay is due to a cessation of most of the 
mass influx to the chamber while the gas continues to flow out of the 
nozzle and the volume of the chamber continues to increase. The 
relatively constant pressure history preceeding web burnout is 
achieved by using a progressive (i.e., surface area increasing) 
launcher-propellant grain geometry. The ever-increasing surface area 
provides an increasing mass influx into the chamber to fill the 
quickly expanding launch tube volume. Note that, although the launch 
tube pressure decreases suddenly at web burnout, the rocket motor 
pressure remains unaffected. This is because the flow in the rocket 
nozzle remains choked after ignition. (See Appendix C for a discussion 
of this principle.) In order to ensure acceptable muzzle blast levels, 
it is desired that the web burnout occur before the projectile exits 
the muzzle. The relatively low pressure would thus assure an acceptable 
muzzle blast. 
The recoil force on the launch tube is shown in Figure 6. As 
indicated, the launcher is not completely recoilless. However, comparing 
the 600 LBf recoil force to the net axial force on the projectile 
(approximately 40,000 LBf from Figure 5) shows that the launcher is 
relatively recoilless. As discussed in Appendix D, "recoillessness" is 
due to a balancing of several forces. When the predominant force acting 
16 
on the projectile is due to the launch tube chamber pressure, this 1s 
easily accomplished. The high counter-recoil force indicated in 
Figure 6 is primarily due to the increasing influence of the thrust 
developed by the rocket motor itself as the launch-tube pressure 
decreases. 
One important factor to note in considering recoil effects is that 
the recoil forces are calculated based on the launch tube remaining 
absolute stationary. If there is even the slightest movement of the 
launch tube, all of the recoil forces will not be transmitted to the 
launch tube mounting structure because of the significance of the 
inertial effects of the launcher itself. Therefore, evaluating the 
real structural loads at the launcJ1er mounting points would require a 
relatively extensive dynamics investigation. 
As a further example of program capabilities, several runs were 
made to simulate off-design conditions. For firings at high and low 
ambient temperatures, the propellant base burning rate was adjusted 
to correspond to a propellant 1Tk of 0.12 percent per °F. The varia-
tions in recoil force with changes in ambient temperature are shown 
in Figure 7. Another off-design condition was that of a slightly 
eroded nozzle throat. This condition was simulated by increasing the 
nozzle throat area by a small increment. The recoil force history 
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Figure 7: Variations in Recoil Loads on the Hypothetical Launcher 






Verifying that the computer program accurately simulates the 
interior ballistics of the recoilless-rifle rocket launcher could be 
most readily accomplished by simulating a real system for which experi-
mental data is available. 1-bwever, there is no experimental data 
available for this rocket launcher concept. The only similar data 
available is that presented in Reference (6) for the conventional 
recoilless rifle shown in Figure 1. Selecting firing number HA-64 
from this report, the program inputs were adjusted to match the propel-
lant properties, launch tube geometry, and oti1er pertinent character-
istics for this firing. A computer sinulation was then performed. 
The launch tube chamber pressure history fran the sinulation is com-
pared witl1 the experimentally determined pressure history from Reference 
(6) in Figure 8. 
As is evident from Figure 8, the test data shows that the pressure 
initially rises someWhat more rapidly than predicted by the computer 
sinulation. This is due to the additional mass influx into the chamber 
from the ignition squib (primer), as verified in a telephone conversa-
tion with t-lr. c. Lombardi (Reference (7)). At a time of approximately 
5 milleseconds, the primer burns out and the measured chamber pressure 
increases relatively slowly. The slmi pressure rise during this 
interval is probably due to the flame front spreading to ignite tl1e 
propellant surfaces which were not yet burning. As discussed relative 
to assumption [8], ti1ese ignition effects have not been simulated 
because no suitable method of analysis is available. Thus, ignition 
effects account for the discrepancies in the results prior to achieving 
120 
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peak pressure. The analytical peak pressure compares favorably with 
the test value. 
Again referring to Figure 8, the measured chamber pressure decays 
somewhat more rapidly than the computed pressure. This is attributed 
to heat losses to the launch tube whicl1 decrease the gas temperature 
thus causing pressure to fall more rapidly than indicated by the 
comruter results. The computer sinulation is ended when the projectile 
exits the muzzle, so the subsequent pressure decay shown in the 
experimental results is not simulated. TI1e analysis of this pressure 
decay and the associated forces on the launch tube \rould require an 
extremely complex study of unsteady gas dynamics and would be contrary 
to assumption [1). 
1he muzzle velocity measured for this firing was 459 Ff /SEC lvhile 
the muzzle velocity from the comp.~ter sinulation was 454 FT/SEC, an 
error of only about 1.0 percent. 
Although no other measured parameters are available for comparison, 
the close sinrulation of the measured pressure history should verify the 
adequacy of the computer analysis. This criterion is regarded as 
essential to effective simulation, whereas duplicating muzzle exit 
velocity is readily accomplished and must be considered a secondary 
objective. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The KICKIT computer program was developed to simulate the basic 
mechanics and gas dynamics associated with launching a solid propellant 
rocket from a recoilless rifle. The program is useful for predicting 
the performance and evaluating some of the pertinent design parameters 
for the recoilless-rifle rocket launcher. It could be used to aid 1n 
the optimization of a particular design, as well as to predict the 
performance under off-design conditions. 
Since the program has been verified only to a limited extent, 
it should be more thoroughly verified as soon as test data on a 
rocket launcher configuration becomes available. 
If more work is to be done on the program in the future, it 
1s recommended that an energy balance be developed so that the 
program can account for heat losses from the propellant gases. It 
is also recommended that techniques be developed for simulating 
the ignition transient and the pressure decay following the pro-
jectile exiting the launch tube. 
22 
N. L I Sf OF SYMBOLS 
Symbol Definition 
a Pressure ratio at which flow separates from nozzle wall (See 
Figure C-1) 
~ Base area of the projectile; also bore area 
Ae Nozzle exit area 
As Nozzle cross-sectional area at the plane of separation 
A* Nozzle throat area 
b Pressure ratio defining the boundary between nozzle flow 
regimes (2) and (3) (See Figure C-1) 
c Pressure ratio above which the flow through a nozzle is not 
choked at the throat (See Figure C-1) 




Nozzle mass flow coefficient when flow is sonic at nozzle 
throat (See Equation C-7) 
Nozzle thrust coefficient 
Net force on projectile when Fx = 0; Total pressure force on 
the projectile (See Equation D-1) 
Flow force due to gas acting on the laund1 tube nozzle 
Launch tube recoil force 
Total normal force on rifling 
Axial component of rifling resistance force 
Gravitational constant as required for dimensional 
homogeneity 
Rate of mass flow 
Mach N.Jrnber 
Mass of Projectile 
Propellant burn rate exponent 
23 
















Local static pressure 
Atmospheric pressure; also ambient pressure outside diver-
gence section of nozzle. 
Pressure acting on base area of the projectile; also stagna-
tion pressure in launch tube chamber 
Static pressure of ti1e gas at the nozzle exit plane 
Rocket ~btor (Chamber) Stagnation Pressure 
Static pressure of the gas at the plane of flow separation 
in a nozzle (See Equation C-1) 
Reference pressure used in propellant burn rate equation 
Isentropic stagnation pressure 
Instantaneous propellant burning rate 
Gas constant in equation of state 
Radius of chamber bore 
Polar radius of gyration of projectile about its roll axis 
Reference burning rate of the propellant 
Burning surface area of propellant grain 
Time 
Combustion temperature of propellant gases 
VollUile 
Propellant web; distance through which burning surface has 
regressed 
Axial displacement of the projectile 
Axial velocity of the projectile · 
Axial acceleration of the projectile 
Circumferential displacement along rifling pitch line 
24 
IV. LIST OF Sl1-fBOLS (Cont 'd) 
Symbol Definition 
r Ratio of specific heats for propellant gases 
fl. Covolume of propellant gas (See Equation B-2) 
£ Nozzle expansion ratio, Ae/A* 
~d Nozzle discharge efficiency 
8 Angular displacement of projectile about its roll axis 
A Correction factor for non-parallelism of launcher nozzle 
centerlines; divergence correction factor (See Equation D-6) 
~ Friction coefficient 
11' k Sensitivity of equilibrium combustion pressure to changes in 
propellant conditioning temperature 
p Density 
rr Torque acting on projectile 
~ Slope of rifling groves; angle of rifling twist (See 
Figure A-2) 
Subscripts Connotation 
cv control volume 
e nozzle exit plane 
launch tube 
p propellant (unburned) 
r rocket motor; projectile 
s flow separation plane 
t nozzle throat section 
0 stagnation conditions; also initial conditions 
25 
APPENDIX A 
Nechanics of Rifling 
This appendix presents the derivation of the equations which 
describe the motions and forces acting on a projectile launched from 







Typical rifling groove 
Projectile 
Projectile in Rifled Tube 
y 
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By Newton's Second Law, the acceleration of the projectile is given by 
[A-1] 
Similarly, the torque acting on the projectile produces angular 
acceleration according to 
[A-2] 
The distance along the developed rifling groove, Y in Figure A-2, is 
given by 
y = fb9 
which, when differentiated with respect to X, yields 
dY = I~ ~ = % d9 dt 
dX dX dt dX 
. 
Since dY/dX is also tan ~' and d8/dt = e, 
. 
8 = X tan (J 
Rt, 
[A-3] 
Equation [A-3] may be differentiated with respect to time to give 
angular acceleration: 
9 = ~t (X ~n ~) 
8 = .L [x tan ~ + )(2 !_ (tan ~)J 
Rb dx 
[A-4] 
By substituting [A-4] into (A-2] we have 
1 = 9Ji Rg 2 [x tan ,s + x2 !_ (tan ~)J 
gc RlJ dx 
[A-5] 
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By inspection of figure A-2, the torque may also be expressed as 
[A-6] 
The total nonnal force acting on the rifling may be found by combining 
equations [A-S] and [A-6]: 
em R 2 [ X tan ¢J + x2 ~ (tan ¢J) J 
F = _-llg.r..-------------
n gcR!J2 (cos¢-...u-sintS) [A-7] 
Again, by inspection of Figure A-2, the axial force due to rifling is 
Fx = Fn (sin ¢J + ~cos ¢) 
Substitution of Fn from [A-7] into [A-8] yields 
X tan ¢J + .:(2 ~ (tan ¢) 
F = -~---:=.--------=~--
9JZR2 
x 2 (1 -.A. tan ¢)] 
&Rb -(tan ¢J +_p.) 
Combining [A-9] with [A-1] and simplifying 
'7JZX2 d 
F tan ¢J + - - (tan tS) gc dX 
F = --------------~ 
X {(~Y~-:'ta~n/ltan~} 
For a constant angle of rifling twist, 
d 




With this assumption, [A-10] may be simplified by defining the constant 
fS. such that 
[A-ll] 
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The functional relationship between Kr and ¢ may be seen by consulting 
Figure A-3. By use of [A-11], equation [A-10] becomes 
[A-12] 
Thus equation [A-12] may be used to evaluate the axial rifling 
resistance force. 
An expression for the torque due to the rifling may be found by 
combining equations [A-6] and [A-8] with [A-12]: 
<y = K F R. ( 1 -~ tan ¢) 
·7 ·1> JA. + tan ¢ [A-13] 
If the expression for Fx from [A-12] is substituted into [A-1], the 
basic equation for axial motion will result: 
[A-14] 
This equation may be numerically integrated with respect to time to 
find X, the velocity of the projectile, with X integrated again with 
respect to time to yield the displacement, X. The force F is dependent 
on many parameters and is defined in Appendix D. 
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LEGEND 
---- Friction Coefficient (.....u..) = 0.10 
---- Friction Coefficient (~) = 0.15 
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APPENDIX B 
Development of the Pressure Equations 
This appendix presents the derivation of the equations used to 
determine the pressures in the launch tube and U1e rocket motor. 
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A1 thrugh some configurations will not involve the rocket motor, the 
equations will be derived for the general case so that they will still 
hold for simpler configurations. 
Propellant 
Launch Tube Nozzle 
Figure B-1: 
X 
Launch Tube Chamber 
Rocket Motor Chamber 
Rocket Motor Nozzle 
Propellant 
Flow Schematic 
First, consider the launch tube chamber as shown above in 
Figure B-1. If the asswnption is made that the velocity of the 
projectile is low relative to the sonic velocity in the chamber, the 
gas properties will be spacewise constant throughout the launcher 
chamber. A discussion of the ramifications of not making this 
assumption is given in Reference (5); wherein it is concluded that the 
mathematical model is so complex that a solution of the equations is 
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not practical. Consequently, the pressure and other gas properties are 
considered constant tl1roughout the chamber in tile following derivation. 
Witil the assumption just described, the continuity equation for 
tile control volume may be written: 
or 
D dV d.P • • 
..r - + V - = min - m,,., t dt dt ....... [B-1] 
where _9 is tile density of tile gas, V is the free volume of tile 
chamber, and m represents the rate of mass flow. 
In equation [B-1] the volume and rate of change of volume are 
primarily functions of tile displacement and velocity of the projectile, 
respectively. The density and rate of change of density may be found 
from an appropriate equation of state. The virial equation of state 
giving the pressure in a power series of the density is the most widely 
accepted. lfowever, the coefficients for the terms of the power series 
are not generally established for gun and recoilless rifle propellant 
gases. The Abel equation of state is widely used in the study of 
interior ballistics. This equation, which is tile van der Waals 
equation of state with the consUUlt a omitted is 
p(_~-A) = RT [B-2] 
where A is the covolume of the gas. 
For most propellants, the covolurne is less than 5 percent of the 
specific volwne of tile gas at pressures below 5000 PSI. Thus the error 
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introduced by neglecting the covolume will be less than 5 percent for 
pressures up to 5,000 PSI. Neglecting the covolume, equation [B-2] 





Differentiating [B-3] with respect to time yields 
d.P 1 dP P dT 
dt = RT dt - RJ'Z dt 
Substitution of [B-3] and [B-4] into [B-1] yields 
E- ~ • y_ (dP _ P dT) = m. _ m t 




!Juring the time in which combustion of the propellant is taking 
place, the process is cons ide red to be isothennal, as the temperature 
of combustion is practically independent of pressure. For an isother-
mal process dT/dt = 0, therefore equation [B-5] reduces to 
or 
V dP • • P dV Rr dt = min - mout - RT dt 
~= = ~ [Rf(ffim - "wtl - P :] (isothennal) [B-6] 
After all the propellant has been burned, the pressure decay process 
should more closely approximate an isentropic process than an isothermal 
process. It can be shown that for an isentropic process, 
dT = T (Y-1 )dP 
dt p '( dt 
where 1( is the ratio of specific heats for the gas. 
[B-7] 
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Substitution of [B-7] into [B-5) and rearranging yields 
dP = r IRI'(m· - ~t) - p dVJ dt V L, ln '"OU dt (isentropic) [B-8) 
The assumptions made in the derivation so far are assumed to hold 
for both the rocket motor and the launch-tube chambers. Therefore, 
equations [B-6] and [B-8) may be used to define the pressure in 
either chamber. 
Now consider the rocket motor chamber. The mass flow out of the 
rocket may be expressed as 
[B-9] 
where Cd is the isentropic mass flow coefficient for the nozzle.and ??d 
is the empirical discharge efficiency which is used to correct for non-
ideal gas effects. As discussed in Appendix C, the discharge coefficient 
is independent of Pr if the flow through the nozzle is choked. 
The mass flow into the rocket motor originates at the burning 
surface of the motor propellant grain and is given by 
[B-10] 
where.Pp is the propellant density, r is the burning rate of the propel-
lant and Sr is the surface area (lo.hich is assumed to be constant). The 
burning rate is a function of the pressure, and for most propellants 
is best described by an equation of the form 
r = rx (:: )n [ B-11] 
In this empirical equation, r x is the base burning rate measured at 
the base pressure, Px• The power n, referred to as the burning rate 
exponent, ordinarily varies from about 0.15 to 0.90. 
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Equation [B-11] may be substituted into [B-10] to give 
cminlr = S,..Pp rx (:: r [B-12] 
The rate of change of the rocket motor chamber volume,which is 
due only to the consumption of propellant,is neglected. Also, since 
the rocket motor does not burn out until long after the end of the 
sinulation, the pressure increase will be isothennal. Taking these 
factors into consideration and substituting [B-9] and [B-12] into 
[B-6] gives the final differential equation for the rocket motor 
chamber pressure: 
[B-13] 
Now consider the launch tube chamber. Since the rocket motor 
efflux discharges into the launch tube chamber, it constitutes part 
of (min)._ • The rest is due to propellant combustion within the launch 
tube chamber. Thus the mass flow rate into the chamber is 
or 
[B-14] 
The rate of change of volume of the launch tube chamber is due to 
the motion of the projectile and the combustion of propellant. Since 
the combustion of propellant produces mass flow into the chamber, the 
rate of change of volume may be given by 
cJY..l. = A. X + (lip) & 
dt ., .Pp 
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or combining with [B-10] and [B-11] 
~=At, X+ SJ rx(~r [B-15] 
The mass flow ct.lt of the chamber is 
[B-16] 
The differential equation for the launch tube pressure may now 
be found by substituting [B-14], [B-15], and [B-16] into [B-6]: 
::.1. = ~ { Rf [ (Cd A* p~d)r - (Cd A* p '<'d),( J 
(PJ.) n • } + (m·pp - P1) SJ.rx J5; - P.(~ X [B-17] 
The volume of the launch tube chamber is not constant, but is a 
function of X and the quantity of propellant conSl.Dlled. The volume is 
found by integration of equation [B-15]: 
[B-18] 
Equation [B-17] forms the nucleus of the sim.llation. The simul-
taneous solution of [B-13], [B-17], and [B-18] together with the 




Flow in Converging-Diverging Nozzles 
The performance of recoilless rifles is strongly dependent on the 
behavior of the flow in the launch tube (and the rocket) nozzles. 
'fherefore it is desirable to have an analytical technique for predicting 
nozzle performance over the full range of possible operating conditions. 
lbe approach used in this analysis is to consider the flow to be 
adequately described by one-dimensional flow theory and correct the 
solution for two and three dlinensional effects. Figure C-1 indicates 
the pressure variation along the nozzle centerline for conditions of 






Figure C-1: Axial Pressure Variation as a Function 





As may be seen above in Figure C-1, the nozzle operating conditions 
may be divided into four flow regimes, depending on the value of the 
pressure ratio, Pa/P 0 • In regime (1), the flow is subsonic and is 
presumed to be isentropic throughout the nozzle. 
For pressure ratios lower than the value indicated by c, the Hach 
number at the throat is unity and the flow is choked. For pressure 
ratios slightly below that of c and yet above b, a normal shock will 
stand downstream of the nozzle throat. The remainder of the nozzle 
divergence section will then act as a subsonic diffuser. This flow 
situation, lvhich will prevail throughout regime (2), is considered to 
be isentropic both upstream and downstream of the shock. Conventional 
canpressible flow theory such as that presented in Reference (8) or 
summarized in Reference (9), may therefore be used in this regime. 
.Boundary Layer 
Nozzle Wall 
Chlique Shock \~ave 
Region of Flow 
Separation --~ 
(Reverse Flow) 
Figure C·Z Separated Flow in &lpersonic Nozzle 
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At condition b, the shock interacts with ti1e boundary layer 
causing the flow to separate from the nozzle wall, as depicted in 
Figure C-2. The value of the pressure ratio corresponding to point b 
has not been well established, primarily due to the extreme complexity 
of the flow in the region of the boundary layer/shock interaction. 
Indeed, there is considerable doubt tllat a stable flow condition 
exists at or near the pressure ratio corresponding to b. 
A semi-empirical theory which predicts the pressure at which ti1c 
separation occurs is presented in Reference (10). In attempting to use 
this theory, an error in the equation which gives the separation pres-
sure ratio was discovered. Following the procedure outlined in tile 









where the value of (Us*/U5 ) recommended in the reference is 0.60. This 
expression is the same as equation (5) in the reference except that the 
power (Y- 1)/r on the (P0 /Pa) tenn in the denominator of [C-1] was 
not included in equation (5). Equation [C-1] is used to predict the 
separation pressure, and since the flow is assumed to be isentropic 
upstream of the separation, the nozzle thrust can be calculated as 
though the nozzle actually ended at the separation plane. 
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As brought out in Reference (10), the theory holds only for Mach 
numbers greater than 1.13 because the strength of a normal shock at 
lower Mach numbers is not sufficient to cause the flow to separate. 
Thus the criterion that the Mach number at the separation point must 
be greater than 1.13 establishes the value of b. 
As the pressure ratio 1s lowered from c toward b, the oblique 
shock moves toward the nozzle exit. Eventually, at the value of 
pressure ratio corresponding to point a, the oblique shock will be at 
the nozzle exit. An empirical equation establishing this condition is 
presented in Reference (11) and is used in a somewhat different form 
to calculate the value of a, thus defining the transition between 
Regimes (3) and (4). 
5/6 
a = 1.5 [C- 2] 
In this equation, Pe corresponds to the supersonic Mach number at the 
nozzle exit when the nozzle is fully expanded. The constants of 1.5 
and 5/6 in this equation yield acceptable results for gases with Y 
between 1.2 and 1.4. 
For pressure ratios lower than a (Regime 4), the nozzle will be 
flowing full and no shocks will be inside the nozzle. Thus ordinary 
isentropic theory should be adequate to describe the flow. 
As an illustration of the influence of the flow conditions, 
consider the rocket motor thrust coefficient defined by 
F = Cf A* Po [C-3] 
where F is the thrust of the rocket motor, A* is the nozzle throat 
area and P is the motor chamber (stagnation) pressure. 
0 
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The thrust coefficient which is frequently used as a measure of nozzle 
performance may also be written as 
Cf = A~o (Pe(l + YM,,l) [C-4] 
In [C-4], the values of Ae and Pe must be adjusted for the type of 
flow existing in the nozzle. For instance, if the nozzle is operating 
in regime (3), Ae = As, Pe = Ps, and Me = Ms. Figure C-3 shows the 
variation of the thrust coefficient with varying back pressure as 
determined by the analysis just described. 
The mass flow rate through the nozzle is calculated from the 
equation 
[C-5] 
where Cd is tl1e nozzle mass flow coefficient determined by isentropic 
flow theory, and nd is the empirical discharge efficiency which is 
used to correct for non-ideal gas effects. The isentropic mass flow 
or discharge coefficient, cd, is defined by 
[C-6] 
for pressure ratios in Regime (4) in Figure C-1. It should be noted 
that Cd depends on the pressure ratio only when the Mach JUlmber at the 
nozzle throat is less than 1.0 which is the case for pressure ratios 
in this regime. For all other pressure ratios the isentropic mass 
flow coefficient is 
r +1 
= & {i;i'(_L.) 2 (Y -1) 
, ~ '(+1 

















------Analysis described herein 
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-----Full flow (isentropic with pressure correction) 
-·-·-·- Nonnal shock theory 
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Figure C-3: Variation of the Thrust Coefficient with Pressure Ratio 
for )"= 1,40 and Nozzle E = 3,67 
APPENDIX D 
Force Balance for the Projectile and the 
Launch Tube 
42 
This appendix presents the equations which are used to describe 
the forces acting on the projectile and the launch tube. 
Rotating Band 
Figure D-1: Forces on the Projectile 
As seen above in Figure D-1, the total pressure force acting 
on the projectile is 
where the nozzle thrust, (Fn)r,is given by 
(Fn)r = (PeAe)r [1 + Y(r1e);] 
Thus by combining [D-1] with [D-2] results in 
[D-1] 
[D-2] 
2 F = (PeAe)r[l + Y(Me)r] + Pb[~-(Ae)r]-Pa~ [D-3] 
Equation [D-3] is used in the program to find the total force 
acting on the projectile. It is used in conjunction witl1 
equation [A-14] to evaluate the acceleration of the projectile. 
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Figure D-2: Forces on the Launch Tube 
By examination of Figure D-2, the net recoil force on the 
launch tube is 
[D-4] 
From Appendix A, Fx was found to be 
[A-12] 
and F is given by [D-3]. 
By the momentum equation, the flow force on the nozzle is 
The coefficient Ain [D-5] is used here to account for the possibility 
that the individual nozzle centerlines (in a multiple nozzle 
configuration) may not be parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 
launch tube. 
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TI1e equation for A as it is used in the comJXlter program is 
A= coso( cos.fo (D-6] 
where o< and f> are defined in Figure D-3. 
Aft VieK Side View 
1; I&'UTC D-3; Launcn rube Nozzle l'hnlst Vectors 
A general expression for the recoil force is obtained- by combining 
equations [D-3], [D-4], [A-12], and [D-5] 
F_t ~ [PbAb- (P eAe).l [1 + Y(Me) z JA - P a ['\-(A e) .1.l 
- K,- [(P .,Ae) r[ 1 + Y(M.,) ;1 + l),[Ab- (A,) r]-P ,t\~} [D-7] 
This equation is used in the program for finding the recoil force. 
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By examining equation [D-7] a little more closely it can be shown 
that the launch tube may be designed to be truly recoilless. In the 
derivation which follows some additional assumptions will be made 1n 
order to simplify [D-6]. It should be noted, however, that these 
assumptions are not made in the program itself. 
Since the launcher chamber pressure, Pb, is generally more than 
two orders of magnitude greater than the atmospheric pressure, Pa, the 
terms involving Pa will be neglected. Also, under most circumstances, 
the rocket thrust from equation [D-2] is approximately equal to the 
quantity Pb(Ae)r· With these assumptions, [D-7] becomes 
~ = [P!JAb - (P eAe1_ [ 1 + X CMel( 1 A - ll,AbKr J [D-8] 
Dividing through by P~b' we now have an expression for the dimensionless 
recoil force 
= [D-9] 
Since Pb is assumed to be equal to the stagnation pressure for 
the gas flowing through the nozzle, the dimensionless recoil may be 
written as 
[D-10] 
where Cfv is the vacuum thrust coefficient for the launch tube nozzle 
and is given by 
[D-11] 
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The functional relationship of the dbnensionless recoil to the 
rifling twist angle, ¢, and the ratio Al/Ab may be seen in Figure D-4. 
It is evident from this figure that by proper adjustment of the ratio 
A11Ab, the launch tube may be designed to be truly recoilless. 
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Subroutines and Arithmetic Statement Functions 
ARAT(XM) 
AREA(DIA) 







is a statement function defining the isentropic one-
dimensional area ratio corresponding to a certain 
Mach N.unber, ''»1''. 
is a function yielding the area of a circle whose 
diameter is "DIA". 
is a function defining the ratio of the critical flow 
area upstream of a normal shock to the critical flow 
area downstream of the shock. The upstream and 
downstream Mach N..unbers are "XMX" and "XMY" respec-
. ' t1vely. 
is a subroutine for finding the Mach Nwnber corres-
ponding to a given nozzle area ratio, "AREAl", and 
ratio of specific heats "G". Since no explicit func-
tion of the Mach Number in tenns of area ratio is 
known, the solution IIi.lst be by trial and error. The 
half interval root finding technique is used. Since 
the curve is double values; i.e., both a subsonic and 
a supersonic Mach ~ber exist for a single area ratio, 
the indicator "K" is used to specify whether the 
solution desired is to be subsonic or supersonic. 
is a function defining a factor which depends on the 
Mach N..mtber, "XM", and the ratio of specific heats. 
is a function which gives the ratio of local to isen-
tropic stagnation pressure for a specified Mach 
.Nwnber. 
is a function which is used to evaluate the ratio of 
the total pressure downstream of a nonnal shock to the 
total pressure upstream side of a normal shock. 
is a subroutine for integrating a vector equation by 
the Runge-.Kutta integration technique. This subroutine 
has no argument list since the pertinent variables 
are stored in Cc.MviCN. The ''YP ( ) " vector and the 
integrated "Y( )" vector are crupled to the main pro-
gram variables thrcugh ''EQJNALENCE" statements. 
is a function which is used to find the Mach !'Umber 
downstream of a nonnal shock fran the Mach N..unber 



















Primary FORTRAN Variables 
Description 
Nozzle exit area 
Nozzle expansion ratio relative to the 
nozzle separation plane 
Nozzle throat area 
finpirical coefficients used in the poly-
nomial which describes the launch tube pro-
pellant surface area variation as a function 
of web fraction, "WF" 
Nozzle mass flow coefficient (general) 
Nozzle mass flow coefficient for condition 
when flow is chocked at the nozzle throat 
Rate of change of pressure in the rocket 
motor 
Rate of change of pressure in the launch 
tube chamber 
Nozzle expansion ratio 
Nozzle discharge efficiency 
Impulse function evaluated at nozzle exit 
Pressure force acting on the projectile 
(exclusive of the impulse function for the 
rocket motor nozzle) 
Net forward force on the launch tube 
Time increment used in perfonning 
integration 
Variable used to indicate which step of the 
Runge-Kutta integration subroutine, 
"RIN INT" is to be used 
' 
Variable which indicates whether the launch 
tube propellant burning surfaces have 

























Pr~ry FORTRAN Variables (Cont'd) 
Description 
Print control indicator to provide for 
printrut of the initial and final condi-
tions 
Variable which counts the number of 
time steps which have been taken 
Index to the number of cases which are 
to be run 
Indicator to tell which nozzle performance 
is being evaluated 
Index of the number of variables to be 
integrated 
Number of integration t~e steps between 
printruts 
Roll Rate of Projectile 
Pressure acting on the base of the projec-
tile (also "P2") 
Pressure at the nozzle exit 
Angle of twist (helix) angle 
Ratio of local to stagnation pressure 
Reference pressure for burning rate equation 
Pressure at the nozzle separation plane 
Rocket motor chamber (stagnation) pressure 
Pressure inside the launch tube chamber 
Ambient atmospheric pressure 
Gas constant used in equation of state for 
propellant gases 


































Primary FORTRAN Variables (Cont'd) 
Description 
Recoil impulse; the time-integral of 
"FTIJBE'' EF.{) 
Propellant grain density 
Reference burning rate for propellant 
MOtor grain surface area 
Initial surface area of launch tube 
propellant 
Instantaneous surface area of launch 
tube propellant 
Sinula tion time 
Tangent of launch tube helix angle (6) 
Angular acceleration of projectile 
Net torque on the launch tube 
Net torque on the projectile 
Combustion temperature of the propellant 
Initial free volume of the launch tube 
Initial free volume of the rocket motor 
Free volume of the rocket motor 
Free volume of the launch ·tube 
.Mass flow rate from the rocket motor into 
the launch tube chamber 
Mass influx into the launch tube chamber 
from the launch tube propellant 
Mass flow out of the launch tube nozzle 
Propellant web thickness 





















Primary FORTRAN Variables (Cont'd) 
Description 
I7opellant web fraction (WEB2/WEB) 
Total mass of launch tube propellant 
consumed; integral of "WD0f2" 
Total mass of rocket motor propellant 
expended 
Axial Displacement of the Projectile 
Roll inertia of projectile 
Mlch .Number 
Mass of the projectile 
Total distance through which the projectile 
travels before exiting the launch tube 
JJUZZle 
Mach number at the nozzle flow separation 
plane 
Mlch number just upstream of a normal 
shock 
Mach mnnber just downstream of a normal 
shock 
Propellant burning rate exponent 
Axial velocity of the projectile 











CONVERSION FACTORS, ETC. 
INITIALIZE INTEGRATED 
VARIABLES AND INDICATORS 
SET NOZZLE GEOMETRY, 
PRESSURE RATIO, ETC. 







RATIO = .999 










M = M e s 
FIND M 
CALCuilTE TifRUST 
Figure E-1: General Flow Chart (Cont'd) 
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(NOSSLE IS SUBSONIC 
THROUGHJUI') 
Pe = Pa 




CALCULATE MASS FLOW 





(FLOW IS CHOKED 
AT NOZZLE THROAT) 
cd = cd* 
CALCULATE FLOW 
RATE FRCM ROCKET 
SET NOZZLE GEOMETRY, 
PRESSURE RATIO, ETC. 
FOR LAUNCH TUBE NOZZLE 













IWEB = 2 
CALCULATE Il 
(ISENTROPIC) 
Figure E-1: General Flow Chart (Cont'd) 
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RUNGE- KUITA INTEGRATION: 
x = J Xdt 
x = r xdt 
p.t = s il dt 
Pr = S Prdt 
W = S rbdt 
YES 
IND = 0 
t = t +.u 
KT=KT+l 
NO 
Figure E-1: General Flow Chart (Cont'd) 
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CALCULATE FORCES, CONVERT TO 







































Source Program Listing 
COMMON YPCel, Y{d), Y1{8), H, li'~l. NN 
















PRiNT, "WHAT ARt: INPUT ANLl (2) OUTPUT Fllf: NAMES",to 
HEAD, rll, FL2, FL3 
CALL OPENFCl, FL1) 
-
HEAD INPUT VARIA~LES WHICH WlLL REMAIN CONSTANT 
HEADC1,> NCASE 
READC1, > G, R, T.lERO 
REAIJC1,) RHO, RX, PX, XN 
READCl,J BU, 81. Be, 83 







































UO 530 ~J=l, NCASE 
READ VARIABL'ES• FOR SPECIFIC CA~E 
··•·· ""':" 
READC1,) SA, SB, PTl, P2, WEB 
READC1,) ASTARl, ASTAR2, EPSl, EPS2, !:TACO 
READC1,) PHI I xu, ALPHA, BE'TA, RN 





W_R J l, t:. C 2 tJt4 91~~-H 1 
WRITfH2;850) ·.I.U .. 
WR1TE<2;860> XMAX 
}'~ llE C 2 J 8?0) AiTAR; 
WR l1'E <.?; 880J ~~-'T' AR: 
WRITEt2•69U) EPSt 




:wRITe cz ; 9 3lu- R N 
WRlTEC2J940) _G 
WRITECai950> R _ 
WRITEC2J960l~IZERO 
,~RlTEC2i970>''s~· ••.. S8, RHO, RX, P)(, XN 
WfU TEt2J91i.) WEB 
WR!JEC2:980J. 
WR1TEC3i985) 

























































CALCULATE PRESSURE RATIOS AT BUU~DARIES Of EACH FLOW REGIME 
XME1A=EXITM<cPS1, G, 0) 
XMEtC::cXlTM<EPS1, G, 2) 
X~E2A=~XIT~<EPS2, G, 0) 





XMt1~=EXITH<AEAS18, G, O> 




























































WT aO. 0 











IS THEHE A ROCKET ~OTOR? 





GO TO 215 
0\ 
lN 






















XMJ;C : XME 1C 
~T=Pl1 
CHI: CK iO A SSUR~ l HAT THE PRt SS URE RA TIO IS LI:SS l HA N 1.0 
2190 101 IF<P PT -1,) 10 3 , 1 0~ . 102 




IS NO LZLE SUPtR SO NIC ANU ~L OW I NG FULL? 




JS NO ZZ1E FLOW SUP I: RSONIC ANU.SEPARATEU? 





2 240 11 0 
2260 
22 70 
l S THE H ~ A ~ OPMAL SHOCK l NS I UE NC ZZLt? 
lFCPPT-PRA TA) 12u , 120, 11 U 
XMt:S ~RT(((l , /PPT)* •GM1 G -1 ,)/GM12) 
CD=CU0°XME~EPS~CGP12/GMCON<XMEJ)o~GGG 














































A.E.A S Y: I: P S ~ AXSA ¥.5 ( U 2, X MY) 
XME=~XlTMCAEASY, G, O> 
Q2=PSTAGR<U2>~PRAT.!O<XME) 
1F<ABS<<Q~Q2)/Ql-TOL> 150, 150, 130 
1f((Q-Q1)*(Q-Q2>> 135. 135. 140 
Q3=Q2 
U31U2. 
GO TO 125 
th=02 
U1=U2 





uO TO 200 
PSPT=<0.64/((1,/PPT)••G~1G·~J6>)•!GGM1 
1-'S=PT~PSPT 

























f N 0 Z =A f: oPE o ( 1. t. ~Jt!.X~f-• X Mf! ) 
PB=PloPPT 
GO TO J210, 220lt_li1ND 
WOOT12=CDoASTAR1oPT1 
f NOtl.=F NOZ 
AEX1=AE: 
NlN0=2 













v 1 = v_.o..w w. r taw.o-
V2=VZERO+ABASE•X+WT/RHO 
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w R l T k _(j:; i ) II w t: 8 8 URN 0 u T A T "[ = " , T , " s E c " 
lWI:B=2 
liO TO 250 
,:,r:WI:82/',<jE8 
CALCULATE WEB ~RACTION, SURFACE AREA, BURNING RATE, AND 
MASS INr LUX INTO LAUNCHt;R ... CHAMBER FROM PROPELt...ANt 
:S 2 :: S 8 * .( 8 0 + W F * ( B 1 ,.. W F * < B 2 + W F_tt B 3 ) ) ) 
HB:RXo(P2/PX)**XN 
WOOT2=RHO*S2*RB 
CALCULATE RATE OF CHANGE QJ. PRt:SSURES. 
UP2: < < WilOT 12+ WD012 :-. W.D.O T 23 l 4t~.l..LE.R 0 ·<A BASc!tXP.t.W.OQ121-.RHO) * P 21/ V 2 
l.iO TO 4?60 
DP2::Gtt ( 4JeLOOT1cWDOI2.31 i!:R•tLEB!l~.ABASE~lf-~J?2 >1Y-2-
UP1 =R* T ZERO• < RHO•SA *RX* CPT 1 /PX > ••XN•WDOTti.)/ V1 
r P: (ABASE- AEX1) •P2 ~ABASE *P3 ' 
CALCULATE ACCELEHA T I ON. OF PROJcC.lll.E 
XPP:(FP+FNOZl>ltX.MASS/386,+R1F> 
GO TO (520, 490), Kt< 
KK=2 
CALL SUBROUtiNE. .. f.OR .. I I ND I NG 1 N l EGRALS 
CALL RININT 
iF<IND> 100, 5QQ, 100 
KT=KT+l 
lF<X-XMAX) 510, ,l,, 515 



























3 ~ 90 80 0 
3300 810 
3 -~ 10 820 
3320 830 
3 .S30 840 
33 40 85 0 
3350 860 
3 ,~60 8 70 
3370 880 
(.;ALCULATE VA RiABLE$ AND (.;HAr\GE U~IT S FOR PR·INTO'UT 
VE:L:XP/12. 
~ T U Bl: = X P P ~ R I F' • f N 0 Z 2 o C 0 SA o C 0 SJt.~.f2.!.AiiAS.E. + 
- P3 •< ABASE-A EX 2oCOSA•COS8> 
ACC=XPP/386. 
~ORCI:=FP+F N OL1 




TQ :T HPPoXJX/386 • . 
lOHOUE= F RIF ~ RRo(l. ~ XU •TA N ) /(XU+ T AN )-fNOZ2oRN*SINB•COSA 
TH=T•10 00. 
WRITI:C2;99 0> TH, X, VEL,PTl,Pz,THRUST,TORQUE,OMEGA, 
FRIF ,f lU BE 
WRlH:(3;991> TM, WF , WT, TH PP, TQ, FOR CE, RB 
KT=O 
GO TO <485 , 10 0 , 530 ), KK 
WR IT I:C2;995> WTOT 
WRI TtC2;996) REClM P 
CALL CLOSEF< l> . 
t ALL CL OSEF<2 , FL2 > 
tALL CLOSEF< ~.fl3l 
fORMAT(1H1// /) 
FORMAT< " MASS. OF ROUND <XMAS$) 
F- 0 R M A T C " D I A ME T E R 0 F R 0 UN D C U I A ) 
~ ORMATC " ROLL lNE RT.IA Of ROU.HIL.tx.JX> 
~ORM ATC" LAUNCH TUBE HELIX ANGLE (PHI) 
FOI<(MATC" COEFFICIE NT OF FRICTION <X U> 
~· 0 R M A T C " L E N G T H 0 F G U I D A N C I: < X M A X ) 
fORMAT( " MOTOR T ~ROAT AR~A CASI AR1> 
~· 0 R M A T ( " L A t.; N C HE R T H R 0 A T A HE A C Aj fA R 2 ) 
"• F.6.2." 
",f"6.2," 











SQ ... J..N"' 
































~ORMAT<" MOtOR EXPANSION RAllO (EPS1> !!. 1 ... f6~2l. 
~ 0 H M A T ( " L AU N C HE H EX P AN S 1 ()N ~A l 1 C .( E P S 2 ) " , F 6 , 2 1> 
~- OH~AT ( 11 LAuNCHER D 1 SCHARGE Et=LlCJENCY -LETAGU.l~ . .f- f 4, 2 l. 
~- 0 H M A T < '' LA UN C HER N 0 Z Z L E T 0 R U U E A N G ( BET A ) " , F 7 , 0 , " 0 E G R E E S" ) 
~ORMAT<'' LAUNCHER NOZZLE OIV_. ANGLt: <ALPf-iA)",F6~0," DEGRE!::S") 
F 0 R M A T ( " L A u N c H E R N 0 z z L E R A D 1 u $ ( R N ) " , F 6 I 2 , ,, I N c H E s ,, ) 
~'ORMAT<" RATIO QF SPECIFIC HtAIS (G> ",F6,2) 
~ o R M A r < " G A s c o r~ s T A N T ( R > " , F 6 I o , 
- " IN-LBF/LBM-R"J _ 
~ORMAT<" STAGNAT10f·~ TEMPERATURt: <TZERO> ",F6,Q," DEGREES") 
fORMAT<" MOTOR GRAIN SURFACE A~EA.JSA) ",F6,0," SQ--lN" 
I" LAUNCHER GRAIN SURfACE ARt:A (58) ",F7,0," SQ-lN" 
I" PROPELLANT GRAIN DENSITY (RijO) ", F6,4 1 ~ LB/lNJ"/ 
" PROPELLANT BASE BURNING RATE (RX) "• F6,2, " IN/SEC"/ 
" BASE PBES.S.U~E. (PX) "• F6,0, " PSI!!•/ 
" BURNING RATE EXPON~NT (XN> "• F6,2) 
FORMAT<" LAUN.CHER GRAlN WEB lHlCKNESS <WE8)",F6,3," INCH"). 
~OHMATC//" TIME DIST VEL Pl P2 THRUST TORQUE ", 
-" OMEGA F~lF f"TUBE"I 
" <MSl <IN> <FPS) <PSiA) <PSIA) <LBF> <lN-LB) ", 
" <RPS) <LB> <LBJ"I) 
FORMAT<!///" TIME WEB F W PRO"P ALPHA TORQ", 
" FORC~ RATE"!" CM~) <LB) (RD/S/S)", 
" <IN-LBV> <LBF) <lN/SEC)"I) 
~ORMAT<lX, F4,1,F7,2,F6.Q,JF7,U,F9,Q,F6,Q,F7,0,F8~0> 
fORMAT(lX, F4,1, F8,3, F8.2, 3~9~0, F6,2) 
F 0 R M A T ( I I " T 0 T A L M 0 T 0 R P R 0 PEL L A N T CONS U M ME D -' " , F 6 .• 3 , " L 8 M" >. . 








































SUBROUtiNE EXlTM(AREAl, G, K) 
SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING MACH ~UMBER tROM AREA RATIO 




Gp 12: < G + 1 , ) o 0 , 5 
~GG:GP12/(G-1,) 













lrCABS<<Q-Q2)/Q)-TOL> 640, 640, 610 
ltCCQ·Ql)o(Q•Q2))620, 620, 630 
Q3•Q2 
U3•U2 
GO TO 600 
Ch~Q2 
U1•U2 




































SUBROUTI~E RlNTcG, MODIFIED 14 ~y~y 1969, TIME UPDATe 
SUBHOUTl~E RlNINT 
COMMON YP(8), YC8), Y1(8), H 1 IND, NN 
COMMON C1<8>, C2(8), C3(8), C4(8) 
COMMON 1 
1ND=IND+1 
G o r o < 4 o , 4 5 , 5 o , 5 5 > , I N.D 
DO 41 1=1, NN 
Cl< I ):YP< I )'-'H 
Y<I>=Y1<1>+0,5*C1<I> 
T : T + .5*H 
RI:TURN 
DO 46 1=1. NN 
C2< 1 >=YP< I )*H 
Y<I>=Y1<I )+0,5*C2<I> 
Rt:TURN 
DO 51 1=1, NN 
C.S< I >=YP< 1 )*H 
Y< I >=Y1< I )+C3C I> 
T : T + .5*H 
Rt:TURN 
DO 56 1=1, NN 








Table II Sample Output 
MASS or HOUND CXMASS) 
UIAMETER OF ROUND <DIAl 
RO~L INERTIA OF ROUNU <XJX) 
LAUNCH TUBE HELIX ANGLE (PHI) 
COEFFIC!tNT Of fRICTION (XU) 
LENGTH 0~ GUIDANCE <XMAX) 
MOTOR THHOAi AREA (ASTAR1) 
LAUNCHER THROAT AREA CASTAR2> 
MOTOR EXPANSION RATIO (EPS1l 
LAUNCHER EXPANSION RATIO CEPS2) 
37,80 



















DIST VEL P1 P2 THRUST TORQUE OHtGA fRif 
<IN) (FPS) <PSIAl (PSIA) <LB~) CIN·LB) CRPS) CLB) 
o,o o.oo o. 
o,s o;o1 6, 
1,0 o.o9 20. 
1.s 0.26 39, 
2,0 o.56 6o. 
2,5 o,99 82. 
3,0 1o54 103, 
3,5 2.23 125. 
4,0 3.04 146, 
4,5 3.98 168, 
5,0 5.06 1(:j9, 
5,5 6.26 211. 
6,0 7;58 232. 
6,5 9,04 253, 
7,0 10.62 274, 
7,5 12.33 295, 
8,0 14.16 316, 
8,5 16.12 337. 
9,0 18.21 3~8. 
W~B BURNOUT AT T: 
9,5 20o41 376, 
10,0 ?2.71 389, 
10,5 25.01 399, 
11,0 27.49 407, 
11,5 ?9.9~ 413, 
11,5 30.20 414, 
100. 15, 112, 
1J81, 1505, 25992, 
2J64, 2319. 41106, 
2706. 2668, 47432, 
2838. 2797, 49167, 
2905. 2836, 50~83, 
2944. 2842. 50790. 
2961, 2836, 50756, 
2981. 2826. 50622. 
2989, 2813. 50444, 
2994, 2800. 50249, 
2996, 2787. 50049, 
2998. 2775, 49850. 
2999, 2762. 49656, 
3000. 2750, 4946/, 
3000. 2739, 49285, 
3000. 2728, 49109, 
3001. 2718, 48939, 
3001. 2707, 481?6, 
9,074999998E:-OJ StC 
3001. 1934. 35~40, 
3001. 1359, 26269, 
3001. 999, 2021/, 
3001. 766, 1632~. 
3001. 612. 13161, 












































































LAUNCHtR NOZZLE TORQUE ANG <BETA) 
LAUNCHER NOZZLE DIV, ANGLE <ALPHA) 
LAUNCHER NOZZLE RADIUS CRN) 
RATIO or SPECIFIC HEATS (Gl 
GAS CONSTANT CR> 
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE <TZERO) 
MOTOR GRAIN SURfACE AREA !SA) 
LAUNCHER GRAIN SURfACE AREA <SB> 
PROPELLANT GRAIN DENSITY !RHO) 
PROPELLANT BASE BURNING RATE CRX) 
BASE PRESSURE <PX) 
BURNING HATE EXPONENT (XN) 

























fTUBI:: WtB F W PROP ALPHA TORQ fORCE: RATE 













































1. 0 0 0 
1o000 
1.000 
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